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Abstract
The aim of the article is to present a method for
estimating the modulation frequency and modulation
level owing to micro-tremor of the vocal fundamental
frequency. Vocal micro-tremor designates the
modulation of the fundamental frequency of the voice
source signal owing to physiological tremor of normal
speakers. The analysis is based on the spectral density
function of the time series of the glottal cycle lengths.
In the spectrum the modulation owing to micro-tremor
gives rise to prominent spectral peaks which are
positioned at the modulation frequencies. We discuss
the results obtained for 38 normal male and female
speakers and compare the modulation levels and
frequencies to those obtained by others by means of a
demodulation of the speech signal.

1. Introduction
The aim of the article is to present a method for
estimating the modulation frequency and modulation
depth of the fundamental frequency owing to vocal
micro-tremor of the glottal source signal. In sustained
vowels, the glottal cycle lengths are not constant, even
when healthy speakers sustain the sound with an
intonation contour that is as flat as possible. Generally
speaking, the small random cycle-to-cycle variations
observed in sustained speech sounds are known as
jitter.

Acoustic analyses of jitter show that raw jitter
is not white noise. That is, the glottal cycle length
perturbations are not governed by chance alone.
Instead, data show that the perturbations are correlated
and that the cycle length time series can be represented
by means of linear auto-regressive models that are
typically of second order. This would suggest that the
raw cycle length perturbations have an oscillatory in
addition to a stochastic component [1]. These
oscillations have been described earlier as frequency
variations whose modulation frequency is typically
between 7 and 10 Hz, but which may be higher or
lower [2]. The same authors have conjectured that these
random oscillations are the effect of slight continual
changes of the activity of the laryngeal muscles. The
same authors emphasize that vocal micro-tremor is
distinct from vibrato on the one hand and random jitter
on the other.

Normal physiological tremor and pathological

tremor of the limbs are thought to be different
phenomena [3]. Freund has described physiological
tremor as being conditioned by pulsatile blood flow,
breathing, and mechanical or neurally-determined
oscillations. Mechanical oscillations are due to the
resonant frequencies of the different body parts. He
described pathological tremors as characterized by
strong motor unit synchronization, which leads to a
large amplitude tremor that becomes disturbing to the
patient. In addition, pathological tremors are slower
than physiological tremor. Observations regarding
normal or pathological tremor of the limbs cannot be
directly applied to vocal tremor, however. Vocal tremor
is the frequency modulation of the fundamental
frequency of the acoustic source signal. The acoustic
source signal is generated by the pulsatile airflow
through the glottis, which is due to the vibration of the
vocal folds, which is regulated by means of the relative
positions of the laryngeal cartilages and the tensions of
the intrinsic and extrinsic laryngeal muscle pairs. Vocal
(micro)-tremor is therefore possibly the consequence of
physiological tremor, but not identical with
physiological tremor as defined by Freund [3].

Vocal micro-tremor can be interpreted as a
random frequency modulation of the fundamental
frequency of the glottal source signal. Generally
speaking, a frequency modulation is a change of the
frequency of one oscillation by means of another
oscillation. Frequency modulation is therefore
described by means of two markers, which are the
modulation frequency and the modulation depth. The
modulation frequency is the frequency, and the
modulation depth the amplitude of the modulating
oscillation. Data on vocal micro-tremor, that is, on the
modulation frequency or modulation depth of the
fundamental frequency as defined by Schultz-Coulon et
al. are scarce.

Imaizumi has calculated a so-called waveform
modulation frequency by means of the waveforms of
different cycles of sustained vowels [4]. The objective,
however, was not to describe vocal micro-tremor, but
to find acoustic correlates of the auditory sensation of
roughness .

In 1992, Winholtz and Ramig published data
on modulation frequency and modulation level of 12
(pathological) tremor subjects, 12 vibrato subjects and
12 healthy control subjects [5]. Hereafter, we focus on
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the data obtained for the healthy control speakers, that
is, on the micro-tremor. It must be noted, however,
that the frequency values were the weighted averages of
the frequencies of the spectral peaks in the range of 2.5
to 25 Hz. In other words, multiple peaks were
summarized by means of one peak and peaks below 2.5
Hz were omitted. The modulation frequencies and
modulation levels were obtained by means of a
purpose-built hardware demodulator.

In this article, we will examine an alternative
to the vocal demodulation discussed earlier [5]. The
alternative consists in measuring the glottal cycle
lengths and estimating the modulation frequency and
depth by means of a non-parametric spectral analysis of
the time series of the cycle lengths. The difference
between demodulation and spectral analyses is that the
former is based on direct demodulation of the low-pass
filtered speech signal, whereas the latter is based on
processing of the cycle length time series. Hereafter, we
describe the signal processing involved in estimating
the glottal cycle lengths and the data processing
involved in the estimation of the modulation frequency
and modulation depth. We then give the results of the
measurement of the modulation frequencies and depths
for a corpus of healthy male and female speakers
sustaining the vowel [a].

                2. Methods
The corpus of utterances selected for analysis was
comprised of [a] vowels sustained by 38 French-
speaking subjects (21 males and 17 females) who did
not report any laryngeal problems. The average ages
were 46 and 49 for the males and females. Vowels [a]
were repeated at least three times. Each speaker was
instructed to sustain the vowels at comfortable pitch
and loudness levels and to avoid getting out of breath.
The recordings were carried out in an isolated booth by
means of a Sennheiser microphone (HME 1410 K)
mounted on a headset, to ensure constant mouth to
microphone distance (approximately 2 cm). The
microphone was positioned in front of the right corner
of the mouth. The signals were digitised at 48 kHz via
a PCM Sony audio-processor and stored on videotape.
Later, a stable portion of each vowel was chosen and
re-digitised at 20 kHz at a resolution of 12 bits and
stored on computer disk for further processing. Before
re-sampling, the signals were filtered by means of an
anti-aliasing filter with a cut-off frequency of 10 kHz.
The stored segments were 1-second-long, central, stable
portions of the vowels [1].

The signal processing involved in obtaining the glottal
cycle lengths was the following.

1) The vowel signals were turned into two-level
signals by assigning +1 to positive and —1 to
negative signal samples. The purpose was to
perform data compression to ease the estimation of
the average cycle length by means of the
correlogram.

2) The local extrema of the correlogram of each
quantized signal were ranked from the highest to
the lowest. The five highest correlogram peaks
were retained. Among those, the peak whose
relative position agreed within 5 % with the
positions of the others modulo an integer number
was retained. The position of this peak was the
average cycle length in number of samples. When
this rule failed to provide a peak position, the
computer program halted, outputted the candidate
peaks and invited the experimenter to select a peak
manually.

3) The original vowel signal was then oversampled,
by repeating each signal sample 8 times. The
result was a staircase function sampled at 160 kHz,
which was then low-pass filtered at 1000 Hz. The
low-pass filter was a symmetric Finite Impulse
Response filter of order 200.

4) The cycle length positions were obtained as
follows. All positive extrema and their positions
were searched for and tabulated. The starting
position was the position of the highest peak. The
difference in numbers of samples between the
starting position and the peak positions to the left
was divided by the average cycle length. When the
result was within 5 % of the average modulo one,
the difference in numbers of samples was stored as
a cycle length, the starting position was assigned
to the new position to the left, and the search was
performed again. When the leftmost position was
reached the starting position was switched back to
the position of the absolute maximum and the
search was performed to the right.

5) The polarity of the vowel signal was reversed and
step (4) was performed a second time. Two cycle
length time series were therefore found for each
vowel signal.

The glottal cycle length time series of each vowel
signal was a stochastic time series. Indeed, the cycle
length values were determined by random micro-
perturbations. Micro-perturbations of the glottal cycle
lengths comprise micro-tremor that can be observed in
most time series as a slow stochastic oscillation that
typically stretches over many glottal cycles.
Superimposed on these slow stochastic oscillations are
random cycle-to-cycle variations, which are known in
the literature as (de-correlated) jitter.

A conventional non-parametric method for
analysing stochastic signals is the calculation of the
spectral density function, which is the Fourier
transform of the auto-covariance function [6]. The
spectral density function was approximated by means
of the squared magnitudes of the spectral components
of the discrete Fourier transform of the symmetric
correlogram. The correlogram is the empirical auto-
covariance function, which is left-right symmetric
because the correlogram coefficients are calculated for
shifts of the time series to the left and right.
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If the micro-perturbations of the glottal cycle
length were white noise, the contour of the spectral
density function would be flat. Micro-tremor, however,
gave rise to strong spectral components positioned at
the micro-tremor frequency and multiples thereof. The
modulation frequency owing to micro-tremor could
therefore be estimated via the positions on the
horizontal axis of the strong spectral components of the
spectral density function.

To determine the spectral components that
were strong, that is, whose magnitudes were
significantly different from the magnitudes of the
spectral components owing to white noise, we
employed a computer-intensive statistical method. The
method consisted in scrambling the original time series
100 times to create 100 artificial white noise time
series. The statistically significant spectral components
of the original time series were the spectral components
with amplitude exceeding at least 95 times the
amplitude of the corresponding components in the 100
scrambled time series [7].

The data processing performed to estimate the
micro-tremor frequency was the following.

1) Subtraction of the average from the glottal cycle
lengths

2) Calculation of the symmetric correlogram; the
maximum shift equalled the total number N of
cycles; the total number of correlogram coefficients
therefore equalled 2N-1

3) Windowing of the correlogram by means of a
tapered rectangular window

4) Calculation of the discrete Fourier transform and
the squared magnitudes of the spectral components

5) Shuffling of the cycle length time series
6) Repetition of steps (2) to (4) for the shuffled time

series
7) Normalization of the spectral density functions
8) Comparison of the squared amplitudes of the

spectral components of the shuffled and unshuffled
time series

9) Loop to (5) one hundred times
10) Recording of the positions of the components of

the original spectral density function the
amplitudes of which exceeded at least 95 times the
corresponding amplitudes of the spectral density
functions obtained via the shuffled time series.

The modulation level, that is the modulation depth
expressed as a percentage, was defined, according to [5]
as the difference between the maximum and average
cycle lengths divided by the average cycle length,
multiplied by one hundred. Before the modulation
level was computed, the glottal cycle length time series
was smoothed by means of a 5-point median smoother
to decrease the influence of random jitter.

Finally, the modulation frequency in Hz was
inferred via the prominent spectral peaks of the spectral
density functions. Generally speaking, the discrete
Fourier transform is obtained for signals that have been

sampled at constant intervals. Here, the constant
interval corresponded to a shift by 2π of the phase of
the glottal oscillator. This means that formally the left
and right extrema of the horizontal axis of the
symmetric spectral density function were respectively
equal to —1/4π and +1/4π. The total interval of 1/2π
was shared out between 2N-1 spectral samples. Tally N
was the number of glottal cycle lengths in the time
series. Mathematically speaking, the modulation
frequency was therefore expressed as a fraction α  of the
reciprocal of the cycle phase, with the maximum
modulation frequency in rad-1, as expected, equal to
1/4π, that is the reciprocal of the phase of two cycles.

The approximate modulation frequencies in
Hz, instead of in rad-1, were obtained as follows. If the
cycle lengths had been measured at a constant rate f,
the formal link between the modulation frequencies
measured in Hz and in rad-1 would have been equal to
fmod = f α. However, because the perturbed glottal cycle
lengths were not measured at a fixed rate but once
every glottal cycle, rate f in the previous formula must
be approximated by the average fundamental frequency.
The error in the estimation of the modulation frequency
in Hz, owing to the micro-perturbations, was therefore
equal to the average micro-perturbation multiplied by
α, that is, a small fraction of 1 percent.

3. Results
Preliminary results were the following. For each time
series, we report the modulation frequency inferred via
the most prominent statistically significant spectral
peak. We grouped male and female speakers, because
according to [5] differences between male and female
speakers are not statistically significant.

For the 38 glottal cycle length time series, the
range of the modulation frequencies was 1.0 — 6.9 Hz.
The median was 2.1 Hz, and the first and third
quartiles equalled 1.5 and 3.6 Hz.

The range of the modulation levels in percent
was 0.8 - 5.8 %. The median was 1.9 %, and the first
and third quartiles equalled 1.3 % and 3.1 %.

Table 1 summarizes the histograms of the
modulation frequency values and modulation level
values.

Table 1
Modulation frequency Modulation level
0 — 2 Hz 14 0 — 2 % 20
2 — 4 Hz 15 2 — 4 % 16
> 4 Hz   9 > 4 %   2
Total 38 Total 38

Table 2 summarizes the histogram of the
number of statistically significant spectral peaks and
the histogram of the rank of the most prominent peak.
The convention was that the peaks were numbered
from 1 upwards and that the peak of rank 1 was the
peak positioned at the lowest modulation frequency.
Table 2 shows that for 34 out of 38 time series, the
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most prominent peak was positioned at the lowest or
second-lowest modulation frequency.

Table 2
Number of statistically
significant peaks

Rank of most
prominent peak

1   1 1 23
2   5 2 11
3   7 3   4
4 16
5   7
6   1
7   0
8   1
Total 38 Total 38

4. Discussion and conclusion
The modulation frequency values observed within the
framework of this study are lower than the modulation
frequency values for healthy speakers, which have been
published by Winholtz and Ramig. Indeed, the
previously published median values were 6.6 Hz
(males) and 5 Hz (females) and the corresponding
ranges were 4.8 — 10.6 Hz and 4.7 — 6.6 Hz. The
explanations for the differences between these values
and those reported above (results section) are the
following.

First, the frequency values published by
Winholtz and Ramig are weighted averages, whereas
the values reported above were those of the most
prominent peaks. Table 2 shows that the most
prominent peaks were positioned at the lowest or
second-lowest frequencies. In other words, averaging
the frequencies up to 25 Hz instead of recording the
lowest ones would have increased the reported values.
Here, we preferred the frequency of the most
prominent peak because it represented the main shape
feature of the time series. Also, the interpretation of
one main  modulation frequency was more
straightforward than the interpretation of an average of
several modulation frequencies.

Second, Winholtz and Ramig have omitted
the spectral peaks below 2.5 Hz. This means that,
even if we had recorded averages instead of single
frequencies, our modulation frequency values would
have been lower because we also included the
statistically significant spectral peaks below 2.5 Hz.
We preferred including all the significant peaks
because, at present, there is not enough evidence that
the modulation frequencies relevant to vocal micro-
tremor are necessarily within an interval from 2.5 to
25 Hz.

Finally, the modulation level values observed
within this study are somewhat higher than the
modulation level values that were reported by
Winholtz and Ramig. Indeed, the previously
published median values were 1.5 % (males) and 1.1

% (females). The corresponding ranges were 0.5 — 2.8
% and 0.5 — 1.4 %. The explanation for the differences
between these values and those that are reported above
(results section) is possibly the same as the one for the
differences between the modulation frequency values.
The omission in [5] of the spectral peaks below 2.5
Hz has possibly decreased the modulation level, to
which spectral peaks below and above 2.5 Hz are
expected to contribute.

To conclude, we have shown that it is
possible to estimate the modulation frequencies and
modulation level of the vocal fundamental frequency
by means of the time series of the glottal cycle
lengths. Differences between the results reported here
and the results obtained via a demodulation of the
speech signal [5] were related to the recording of
single modulation frequencies instead of averages and
to the inclusion of modulation frequencies below 2.5
Hz.
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